
THE GEAR REDUCTION STARTER ENGINEERING ESSAY

A starter motor is a high-torque motor for tuning the gear on the engine flywheel. Starter motor is also known as starting
motor or a starter. In motor starter both Otto cycle and Diesel cycle internal-combustion engine require the pistons to be
moving before the ignition phase of.

Interested in learning more about the differences between direct drive and gear reduction starters? In addition
to using gear reduction starters in most new vehicles, the technology is also available for a lot of older
applications. One of the pole shoes, hinged at the front, linked to the starter drive, and spring-loaded away
from its normal operating position, swung into position. When the starter motor begins turning and the drive
unit is forced forward on the helical shaft by inertia, it is latched into the engaged position. Maintenance â€”
Gear reduction starters have a higher part count, but internal wear is often less compared to direct drive
starters since they use bearings versus the bushings common in direct drive starters. Misaligned or worn
bushings are the most common cause of slow cranking of hot engines that use direct drive starters. Many
Japanese automakers phased in gear reduction starters in the s and s. The motor shaft has integrally-cut gear
teeth forming a drive gear which mesh with a larger adjacent driven gear to provide a gear reduction ratio of 3.
Since large trucks typically use air brakes, the system does double duty, supplying compressed air to the brake
system. The air motor is made up of a center drum about the size of a soup can with four or more slots cut into
it to allow for the vanes to be placed radially on the drum to form chambers around the drum. This moved a
pinion gear to engage the flywheel ring gear, and simultaneously closed a pair of heavy-duty contacts
supplying current to the starter motor winding. So while gear reduction starters are still more expensive than
direct drive starters, they are more affordable than they used to be. Simplified diagram of typical starting
system Pneumatic Starter A Pneaumatic motor is a machine which converts in the form of compressed air into
mechanical work. To accomplish this, there is a Neutral safety switchinstalled at the automatic transmission,
or at the clutch pedal. In starters that use planetary gears, the gears can be contained in an in line drive-end
housing. Air is pumped through the motor input which pushes on the vanes creating the rotational motion of
the central shaft. The air motor is normally powered by compressed air at pressures of bar. Because the engine
flywheel requires a great deal of torque to start the engine, reduction gears are used. Direct Drive or Gear
Reduction? Also inside this chamber a spring is coiled around the shaft of the piston in order to hold the
chamber completely open when air is not being pumped into the chamber. An intermediate development
between the Bendix drive developed in the s and the overrunning-clutch designs introduced in the s was the
Bendix Folo-Thru drive. Rotation speeds can vary between and 25, rpm depending on several factors which
including the amount of air pressure at the motor inlet and the diameter of the housing. This prevents the
engine driving the starter, for such backdrive would cause the starter to spin so fast as to fly apart. Since this
design weighs less, it has also been adapted to some light aircraft engines, where minimizing weight is very
important. The Ford starter operated as follows: The operator closed the key-operated starting switch.
Pneumatic starters have the advantages of delivering high torque, mechanical simplicity and reliability.


